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COUNCIL VOTE GREEN LIGHTS TRESTLE FUNDING
Vote is a victory for grassroots campaign organized by CCCT

By Scott Hall and John Campanile
The Montgomery County Council budget meeting on May 16 was yet another close
vote for the Capital Crescent Trail (CCT). Like the February 1998 vote concerning the
Wisconsin Avenue tunnel, this issue was not without its share of controversy and suspense.
But when it was all over, we were delighted to learn that a 5-4 majority had voted to
appropriate $1.3 million to rebuild the Rock Creek trestle, an old railroad bridge that will
link the Georgetown BrancWFuture Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver
Spring. Councilmember lsiah Leggett, a longtime supporter of the Coalition for the Capital
Crescent Trail, was joined by Members Nancy
Dacek, Howard Denis, Steven Silverman, and
Michael Subin in voting for funding.
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The Council vote represents the culmination
of months of intensive lobbying by the Coalition
for the Capital Crescent Trail, including an "Open
.
the Trestle" rally held adjacent to the trestle in
Rock Creek Park on April 29. A number of
volunteers and community leaders supported our
efforts to link the two sections of the Trail that
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included the Washington Area Bicyclist
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Association, the Greater Bethesda-Chevy Chase
szrpporters at the Coulition 's "Open The
Coalition, the Rails-To-Trails Conservancy, and
Trestle" rally.
many other civic and neighborhood groups. Our
members and SI~lpportersspent count11:ss hours
over recent molnths gathc:ring petition signatures, distributing fl iers and ini'ormation leaflets
planning and attending our rallies and hikes, and contacting Councilmembers. In addition, a
number of trail supporters came to witness the vote holding signs that read "Please Open
The Trestle." We deeply appreciate the efforts all of our supporters made to win this crucial
vote.
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continues on page 4

Find out more! Visit:
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1800 Block, Bethesdn Avenz!e
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: Visit our website:

CAPITAL CRESCENT TRAIL

District of Columbia & Montgomery County. Md.
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At-Large Members:
Pat Baptiste
Henri Bartholomot
Scott Brewer
John Campanile
Doug Engle
Scott Hall
lssac Hantman
Jennifer Longsworth
David Putnam

Officers:
Wayne Phyillaier, Chair
John Dugger, Vice-Chair
Ernie Brooks, Treasurer
OPEN, Secretary
Charlie Wellander, Asst' t o
the Treasurer

................

.: for trail updates and :
... events. ...
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CONTACT THE CCCT

contact@cctrail.org
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Coalition Board Members for 2000-2001
The following Board of Directors has been nominated for election at the June 2000 Annual Meeting of the Coalition
for the Capital Crescent Trail. The Board elects its officers at its first meeting after the Annual Meeting, and it is anticipated
that the ones listed below will be endorsed.
At-Large Members:

Officers:
CHAl R
VICE.CHAIR
SECRETARY
TREASURER
ASST. TREASURER

Wayne Phyillaier
John Dugger
[OPEN]
Ernie Brooks
Charlie Wellander

'

Pat Baptiste
Henri Bartholomot
Scott Brewer
John Campanile
Douglas Engle
Scott Hall

lsacc Hantman
Jennifer Longsworth
David Putnam

During the annual meeting, the Coalition recognized the following individuals for their outstanding contributions in
1999/00 to thecoalition, especially for supportingourefforts to rebuild and reopen the RockCreekTrestle, part of our
ongoing goal of building a first.class Capital Crescent Trail:
Douglas Duncan, Montgomery County Executive
Betty Ann Krahnke, Montgomery County Council
lsiah Leggett, Montgomery County Council
Meir Wolf, Bethesda-ChevyChase Coalition
"Retiring" Board members Vlctoria Cordova and David Sprout were also recognized for their distinguished service to the
Coalition for the Capital Crescent Trail.

Former Councilmember Betty Ann Krahnke and County Executive Douglas Duncan receive awards during CCCT's annual
meeting.
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DIAL UP TRAIL CONDITIONS AND EVENTS
Be the Coal~tion'seyes and ears the next time you're out on the Trail -Call the CCCT Information Llne at 202-234-4874
and press box "8." Leave a message on t r a ~conditions
l
you've encountered, oron any Issue whlch m ~ g hImpact
t
the Trail.
The hotline message provides trail users with weeklyupdates on trall
conditions and Coal~tionevents.
If you're new to the Capital Crescent Trail, leave your name and
address to receive a membership brochure and our latest newsletter
After consideration, we hope you'll support the CCT and become a
member of the Coalit~on

CCCT INFORMATION LINE, 202-2344874
Useyour touch-tone phone to access one of our mailboxes:
1 Background of the CCT
5. Volunteer activities
2 Coalrtron meeting dates
3. Membersh~p~nformat~on
4 Obtain a CCT map

Summer 2000

6 Other messages
7. [Inact~ve]
8 Trail hotline & events
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continued from page I

Once reopened, the trestle over the Rock Creek stream valley will, for the first time, open a direct
and level pathway for users of the Trail to travel between the two downtowns along a four-mile stretch that
currently uses a detour to bypass the damaged and unpaved trestle. But the debatebn funding to rebuild the
trestle became entangled in a controversy surrounding the proposal to build a transitway in the same rightof-way with the Trail. Some supporters of the transitway see the trestle as an obstacle to building the rail
line, arguing that once the trestle is in use, the public will fight building light rail alongside the Trail. They
also say that the trestle rebuild is a waste of money because it will likely have to be torn down to build a
new bridge that will carry the rail and a trail if the rail line is built. But the Coalition argued that it could
take six to ten years to resolve the many issues and neighborhood concerns before construction of the rail
line can begin.- Recent discussions with the Maryland Mass Transit Administration suggest that an ongoing
study of the alternative "Purple Line" transit alignment options may further delay a final decision on the
Bethesda-Silver Spring light rail proposal. Until then, in the Coalition's opinion, trail users should have
full use of the Trail with the trestle.
The vote came just weeks after two out of three members of the council's Transportation and
Environment committee - Blair Ewing and Derick Berlage - recommended against the project. In addition,
John Porcari, head of the Maryland Department of Transportation, sent a letter to the council asking it to
wait until more studies of the rail line are done rather that rebuild the trestle and thereby hamper the
council's transportation goals. But Leggett, the only transportation committee member to support the
project, was able to persuade enough members to
open the trestle for trail use while the debate over
the transitway continues. Two trolley supporters,
Council President Michael Subin and Steven
Silverman, both D-At Large, voted to support
trestle rehabilitation but emphasized that their - votes were not votes against the proposed $250
million project to link Bethesda and Silver Spring
via a light rail transitway. Both members sent a
joint letter to Maryland Governor Parris N.
Glendening after the May 16 vote making it clear
they support light rail despite their votes for the
trestle.
The County Council's vote to renovate the
Rock Creek Trestle represents a tremendous
victory for the Capital Crescent Trail and the trail
users in our community. However, we should
recognize that the proposed Bethesda-Silver
Spring transitway will continue to have an
enormous influence on our efforts to complete the
Trail into Silver Spring and to connect it there to
the proposed Metropolitan Branch Trail. The
Coalition has a long-standing policy
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CCCTBoard member Doug Engle (2nd from left)
explains trestle design to rally participants.
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of neutrality regarding the transitway, principally because the County and State continue to say that the
Trail will be part of the ultimate use of the corridor irrespective of decisions on the transitway. We will
continue to maintain that efforts to complete the Capital Crescent Trail should not be held hostage to the
transitway deliberations.
Funds for the completion of the Final Major Investment StudyIEnvironmental Impact Study (MIS/
EIS) for the proposed transitway were recently approved by the state legislature. The Coalition believes that
the Preliminary MISIEIS done in 1996 is seriously
flawed because it does not adequately commit to a
high quality trail alongside the proposed transitway.
The Coalition will continue to demand that any
proposed transitway in the right-of-way must also
accommodate a trail having the same high standards
we have fought for on other parts of the Capital
Crescent Trail.

-

A Creek Runs Through It The Rock Creek trestle

Rails- To-Rails Consen~ancyPrc

w i d Burwell,

Montgomery County Councilmembers Howard
Denis and lsiah Leggett.
Summer 2000
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The Last Green Mile
Study to develop plans for completing the Trail into downtown Silver Spring.
By Wayne Phyillaier
The Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning
Commission (M-NCPPC) has selected LardnerIKline
Landscape Architects in Alexandria to perform a six-month,
$200K study ("Trail Facility Planning Project") to develop a
blueprint for completing the Capital Crescent Trail's final mile
into downtown Silver Spring. The approximate one-mile
section of the Metropolitan Branch Trail from downtown Silver
Spring to the D.C. boundary at Takoma Park will also be
studied.
The preferred alignment for the final mile of the
Capital Crescent Trail, as support by the Coalition and
documented in all relevant Master Plans, is alongside the CSX
railroad right-of-way all the way into the Silver Spring Metro
Station. But there are significant right-of-way issues,
neighborhood concerns, and transitway compatibility issues that
need to be addressed by this study before the trail can be built
on this alignment. We believe this study will show that several
key parts of the final Capital Crescent Trail can be built on the
preferred alignment now. But several sections of the final Trail
will likely be shown not practical to build until the transitway
issue is resolved because of design interferences with the
TheTracks of theTrail
proposed transitway. Upon completion of this study, the
From the Talbot Street Bridge in Silver Spring, the
County will be ready to begin building those sections of the
long-abandoned Georgetown Branch Rail Line
final Trail that are judged to be compatibte with future transit
"branches" to the /eftof the CSXmainline.
use of the corridor. The timing could not be better -the trestle
over Rock Creek Park is expected to be open for Interim Trail
use in early 2002, and the heavy use the trestle will bring to the Trail in Silver Spring will make a good quality trail into
Silver Spring even more desirable.
The Coalition has proposed a new Interim Trail alignment that uses those parts of the final Trail alignment that
appear feasible to build now, and connects those sections using several short stretches of quiet neighborhood streets or
local trails. The Coalitions' proposed Interim Trail would be mainly off-road and would have grade separated
crossings of busy streets, representing a great improvement over the current Interim (Georgetown Branch) Trail which
continues into Silver Spring on busy Brookville Road and Second Avenue. That unpleasant and dangerous on-road
section can soon be replaced by a new Interim Trail that is safe and fun to use - all the way into downtown Silver
Spring. The Coalition has presented its recommendations to M-NCCPC, and will be offering its ideas and trail
experience to LardnerIKline.

A message that's worth repeating.. .
The Capital Crescent Trail is beautiful and has been nearly litter-free. The National Park Service and the
Montgomery County Departments of Parks and of Transportation have no regularly scheduled clean-ups of the Trail, due to
personnel limitations.
Therefore, it bears repeating: Litter begets litter. There are a number of unsung heroes who pick up litter on a
regular basis, and they do a great service to the beauty and maintenance of the Trail. Those efforts are very much appreciated.
You can do your part: Carry a plastic grocery bag with you when you're out on the Trail and take your trash with you. It will
make the volunteers' efforts easier.

Summer 2000
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An Open Letter to Washington D.C. Mayor Anthony Williams
June 10,2000
Dear Mayor Williams:
We are writing to urge you to take measures to protect the Metropolitan Branch Trail, an important
commuting and recreation facility.
The Coalition for the Capital Crescent Trail is
an all-volunteer, nonprofit group committed to
completing the Capital Crescent Trail from Georgetown
to Silver Spring, and connecting it in Silver Spring to the
Metropolitan Branch Trail to form a regional trail
network. We have 1600 members and over 30 affiliated
organizations. Much of the Capital Crescent Trail is in
the District of Columbia. Many of our members are D.
C. residents.
The Metropolitan Branch Trail offers to the
District and to Maryland many benefits from a 7.7 mile
car-free greenway between Union Station, Silver Spring
and Hyattsville; a route which will be important to
bicycle commuting, which has become increasingly
important as streets become more congested with cars. It
is planned to connect to the Capital Crescent Trail in
.\lontgorner) Cotin/).ond CS,Y Rcr~lrorrdhove sig17ed CI I I ~ ~ I I I O ~ ~ I ~ L Jof
IIIII
Silver Spring to form a continuous, 24mile "bicycle
i~itent./ortile Cotrnty to prrrcllase this CS,Ypropertj. ur Georgirr Avenire
beltway" through Bethesda and Georgetown and across
for .,/;re andpolice station. It sits alongside tile proposed riglit-oj-11.uy
,for the ,tletropolitun Bruncl~Truil and is considered to be a critical
the National Mall. The plan for a "bicycle beltway" has
section of tlial trail behveen Silver Spring and Takotna Park. Under
generated much excitement in the region. When
ctrrrent proposuls. the .\'let Brunch and Cupitul Crescent Truils 11til1meet
complete it will be one of the nation's best recreational
or the Siher Surinn
. :\letro Station..
tourism attractions as well as a tremendous asset to local
residents for recreation and bicycle commuting.
In 1998 Representative Eleanor Holmes Norton arranged for a congressional appropriation of $8.6 million
for land acquisition and trail construction. But some of the preliminary drawings developed by WMATA for the
proposed Red Line Metro station between Union Station and Rhode Island Avenue show the station would obliterate
the proposed Metropolitan Branch Trail. There is room for both the trail and the new metro station in the corridor.
But Metro planners and District Department of Public Works planners must coordinate to assure that both the trail and
the subway fit together. A failure to coordinate now may result in the Metropolitan Branch Trail being assigned to an
on-road alignment on busy streets and intersections at the New York Avenue area. This would essentially destroy the
Metropolitan Branch Trail and seriously compromise the regional commuting and recreational trail network.
The Metropolitan Branch Trail is also a primary provider of bikelpedestrian access to the proposed new
Metro station. The loss of easy bikelpedestrian station access by compromising the trail will reduce ridership at that
station and will detract from the desired transit oriented development in that area. It is in the best interests of both
WMATA and those seeking to redevelop this part of D.C. to have a continuous Metropolitan Branch Trail, well
integrated into the Metro station.
We ask you to use your office to make transit and trail work well together at the proposed new station. Our
Coalition supports the request by the Washington Area Bicycling Association that a high-level meeting be convened
between the city and Metro, and that a professional project manager with trail development experience be hired to
make the Metropolitan Branch Trail a reality.
L

Sincerely,
Wayne Phyillaier
CCCT Chair

Summer 2000
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Along The Trail

5 Years Ago ...

...

The Montgomery County Council, by a vote of 9-0, authorizes $391,000 for the development of the Georgetown
Branch interim trail from the Wisconsin Avenue tunnel in Bethesda east to Silver Spring(Stewart Avenue).
Letters of support from CCCT supporters are instrumental.

10 Years Ago

...

A National Geographic Magazine article on Greenways includes a photo of CCCT's clean-up activities along the
Trail.
The CCCTTraiI Committee divides the Trail's right-of-wayinto 11sections and assigns a steward to maintain
each one.

20 Years Ago ...

The Bethesda-Chevy Chase Masterplan details Montgomery County's interest in a potential trail alongthe thenoperating Georgetown Branch rail line. The last train runs to Georgetown five years later (1985). CSX files
notice of abandonment of the line with the Interstate Commerce Commission in April 1986.

140 Years Ago

...

Aqueduct for city water supply completed from Great Falls to Georgetown, following present day MacArthur
Boulevard; Dalecarlia filtration plant added in 1925.

...

More Memories

Part of an occasional series of persotzal stories about the 11istot-yof the Capitul Crescent Trail. Cltevy Cltase resident
David Orem provides this recollection.
Louie Maxwell's memories of his boyhood reminded me of my experiences along the old B & 0 Railroad - from
about the same time period. I grew up on Williams Lane and we ran in a gang of boys. The oldest was a boy named
Jimmy Varella, whom Louis will remember, I'm sure. One fine summer day, Jim said that we were all going up to the
railroad to look for stuff. Jim said that sometimes you could find "neat stuff' along the tracks. We walked up to the
Lake and then started out along the tracks looking for neat stuff. I found that with a long stride, I could step on every
'other tie but some of the younger kids had to step on each one to keep up. It wasn't easy and I didn't find any neat
stuff.
In time, we came to the trestle. It looked enormous but Jim said we were going to walk across it. Someone said
"But what if a train comes?" and Jim said we'd be across by then and not to worry. We started out onto the trestle.
Here, you could look down between the ties. You had to carefully step on every one and make sure your foot didn't get
stuck between them. Our anxiety level began to rise but Jim just kept on going. About half way across, someone said,
"I think I hear the train!" We all listened. I couldn't hear anything. Jim said, "This is the way the Indians did it," and he
got down on all fours and put his ear to the rail. We all tried that too and, yes, we could hear something in the rail. We
panicked! "Let's go!" Jim said, "The Train's coming!" and started off at a run for the other side.
We ran as fast as we could, being carefhl to step on a tie and not between them, which made running look more
like hopping or skipping, and finally the last of us, the youngest ones, came across and joined the rest of us in the
bushes where we all dove, expecting a fire-breathing monster to be just a few feet behind. We lay there in the bushes
but no train came. We waited and waited, which gave us a chance to catch our breath. Finally, Jim said the train must
have stopped, so we climbed down the bank and found our way home along a path by the creek. No one wanted to go
home by walking back across the trestle but when we got home, our story changed - we told the girls and anyone else
who would listen excr9t our parents, how the engine was "right behind us - ringing the bell and blowing the whistle! It
was really close!" What a great story.
Dave Orem
Chevy Chase, Maryland

Have a story to share? Send or e-mail them to the CCCT (see page two for address).
Summer 2000
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Arts Trust Chooses Local Artist for Tunnel Display
The Public Arts Trust of the Arts and
Humanities Council of Montgomery County has
chosen a Bethesda artist to bring luminous color to the
somber darkness of the Wisconsin AvenueICCT
tunnel. Sally Callmer, whose "Penguin Rush Hour"
mural graces a wall at the Silver Spring Metro, will
create a bright, curving rainbow to span the length of
the tunnel. Entitled "Prismatic Passage," Callmer will
construct her sculpture from aluminum screening,
which she will cut into 1,400, two-foot squares, and
paint them the seven colors of the spectrum magenta, violet, blue, green, yellow, orange and red.
She will attach the squares sideways on both sides of
the 10-foot tall, chain-link fence lining the tunnel. As
trail users pass through the tunnel, the colors will
evolve from one color to the next, achieving the
illusion of passing through a prism. The trust will
spend $1 5,000 on the artwork, which will be
completed by the end of September.
There were four runner-ups to the tunnel
artwork competition, each of whom will receive
$1,000. They were: Betsy Darnos of Washington,
D.C., who proposed weaving colored fabric through
the fence; Malcolm Hally of Rockville, who wanted to
hang historic banners; Megan Marlatt of Orange,

10 promote safety and courtesy, along w,th the .'Open fhe
Trestle" petition drive, the CCCTheld two "Bells &
Whistles" this Spring. Board members Wayne Phyiilaier,
Pat Baptiste and Doug Engle workthe table a t this one.
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Sally Callmer's winn~ngdesign for the Wisconsin Avenue
TUnnelartsprolect

Virginia. \vho \vanted to draw animal and human
figures on the tunnel's pathway; and Deirdre Saunder of
Potomac, who planned to hang painted found objects on
the fence to resemble animal and human figures. The
Coalition for the Capital Crescent Trail was one of five
contributors to the funding that awarded the runners-up.
The tunnel was built a century ago for trains that ran
along the Georgetown Branch rail line, but became part
of the "rails-to-trails" Capital Crescent Trail a decade
ago when the County purchased the right-of-way for the
Trail over a decade ago. The Coalition for the Capital
Crescent Trail succeeded two years ago in persuading
county officials to re-open the tunnel for trail users.
Despite the presence of lighting, much of which was
paid for by the Coalition, the overall feel of the tunnel
remains large and dark. The challenge for artists was to
create a sense of art that would not disappear in such an
enormous space.
Callmer, who graduated from Walt Whitman High
School and has a fine arts degree from the University of
find a
landlord in
downtown Bethesda who will donate space for a
temporary studio where she can COnstruct the pieces
nearer to the tunnel than her home.
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Letters To The Editor
Trail Safety
1 was so happy to see you address the issue of trail courtesy and safety in your most recent newsletter. 1 walk
three days a week and am continually horrified by the dangerous conduct of many bikers. While they do give warning,
they do not realize that it may take an average human a few seconds to process that warning. I cannot tell you the
number of times I have witnessed them "thread the needle," meaning ride at top speed between two sets of oncoming
walkers (sometimes four bodies across), endangering multiple lives. The bikers seem to feel that if they give warning
we walkers should jump into the bushes and clear the trail so they do not have to slow down (or heaven forbid wait to
pass). Their speeds are excessive so close to slower travelers and their impatience is dangerous. If a person were hit at
high speed by a biker it would do serious damage.
This is not an isolated incident - it happens almost every time we walk and it makes me furious! Please keep up
the appeal for more courteous behavior from bikers-the trail is not only for their racing pleasure!

Ashley Qtlamme

PARC Plans
I have been a member of the Crescent Trail Coalition for several years, and support the trail as a path for runners,
bikers, walkers, etc., and NOT as a lobbying organization to close Rock Creek Park road to traffic during the week. In
fact, I strongly oppose [the People's Alliance for Rock Creek Park's (PARC)] plan and have contacted my
representatives concerning my views. I prefer the Coalition to use all funds and opportunities to keep the proposed
light rail off the CCTrail (which I believe will kill the trail). rather than divert your efforts by supporting potentially
divisive political issues that may not represent your membership's interests, and risk losing members who like the
Trail but have opposing views on the Rock Creek issue.
Traffic in the entire region is impossible. Biking to work is impractical for most. and closing any major artery
won't make the situation any better. Hundreds of thousands commute b!. Rock Creek each day, and on the occasions
when Rock Creek is closed (as it was last spring due to an oil spill in the zoo tunnel. or due to flooding). the overfloxr.
on adjacent streets turns them into veritable parking lots.
The whole PARC proposal seems unrealistic, but that is only my opinion. My main objection is using
membership funds to obscure your purpose. Please be FOR the Trail. and don't be diverted from the basic objective of
completing the Georgetown Branch, finishing the Trestle. and getting the entire Trail fully paved and available for all
the current and potential users.
Thank you.
L. Stalter

A Note of Thanks and Encouragement
Well, it certainly was a pleasure to see my letter to CCCT "in print" [The Crescent, Spring 2000, p. 81. It
gives one a good feeling to know that such a good cause is going forward.
1 have also joined the Rails-To-Trails Conservancy and received their book with over 10,000 miles of trails in
50 states. I now have my "work" cut out for me. It will be fun to ride as many of these trails as time and distance
permits on my faithful 6-speed bike.
1 also wanted to thank you for adding the sentence, "To our young readers, please don't ever do this!"
So to all of you folks, keep up the good work! 1 am looking forward to the day we can ride the Capital
Crescent Trail with no side street detours.

Lo21 Maxwell
Jackson, Mississippi

Summer 2000
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I want

Yes!

to help complete the Capital Crescent Trail and
make it safer and more pleasant to use!

Name(s)
Address
City

(H)

(w>
Apt.

State

Zip

E-mail

-N e w m e m b e r

-R e n e w i n g member

lndividual Contributions:
-Basic Individual $10, includes newsletter subscription, action alerts.
- Sustainina $30
Sponsorinq $60, newsletter subscription, action alerts, and T-shirt (IF DESIRED. PLEASE CIRCLE SIZE: M L XL)
-Special Honor Membership $100, recognition in our annual report, newsletter subscription, action alerts,
and commemorative rail splke (IF DESIRED -YES) =T-shirt (IF DESIRED, PLEASE CIRCLE SIZE: M L XL)
-

NEWcatenoy! Organizational IBusiness Contributions:
Basic $200 (Crescent sent to up to 3 individuals; recognition in Crescent)
--Sustaining $500+ (Crescent sent to up to 15 individuals; recognition in Crescent; constant recognition on CCCT website.
Membership is good for one year from the 15'" day of the month that you join.
Make checks payable to: The Coalition for the Capital Crescent Trail, P.O. Box 30703, Bethesda, MD. 20824
Detailed four-color map of the Capital Crescent Trail with historical perspectives is free to new members.
We are an all-volunteer organization. -I am interested in volunteering, contact me for:
-Advocacy -Events
T r a i l Maintenance
Thanks for y o u r e f f o r t s o n b e h a l f o f the Trail! H e r e ' s an a d d i t i o n a l c o n t r i b u t i o n of $
We do not share our membership list with any organization except our affiliate organization,the Washington Area Bicyclist Association.
CCCT is exempt from federal taxation under section 501(c)(3) of the IRS Code and is qualified to receive tax-deductible contributions.
VISIT OUR WEB SITE, \\'\\'\V.CCTR.*\lI,.ORC FOR ACTION ALERTS a n d TRAIL UPDATES.

CALENDAR OF E V E N T S
All e v e n t s are rain o r shine, unless noted. To confirm a n y C C C T event, call t h e E v e n t s Hotline,
202-234-4874, box 8, or on our WEB SITE: <www.cctrail.org.>

-

CCCT MONTHLY BOARD MEETING, Mondays, July 10, August 14, September 11,
7:00 p.m. i n t h e B e t h e s d a R e g i o n a l Library. Arlington R d . C l o s e s t Metrorail: Bethesda. B i k e p a r k i n g indoors.
G u e s t s are w e l c o m e !
W e d n e s d a y s a n d s u n d a y s thru S e p t e m b e r , SUMMER C O N C E R T S A T T H E R O W . F r e e concerts on
B e t h e s d a R o w , i n front of B a r n e s & N o b l e b o o k s t o r e (adjacent t o t h e C C C T trail h e a d a t B e t h e s d a Avenue).
For schedule, c o n t a c t B e t h e s d a U r b a n Partnership, 301-215-6660; www.bethesda.orq.
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Non-Profit Org.

U.S. Postage
Permit #4468

P.O. Box 30703

Wash., DC

Bethesda, MD 20824

Our appreciation to all of our members and friends for supporting
our efforts to open the Rock Creek Trestle.

N e x t Stop: Silver Spring!

